
HOW TO BE A  VOLUNTEER LINESPERSON 

 

• The appointed Referee will instruct you on what decisions they want you to officiate. 

o Usually Out of Play and Off-sides. 

• The linesperson needs to maintain focus on the game and stay in line with the last defender. 

o Staying level with the last defender is the most important thing for a linesperson. 

• When making any decision a linesperson should stop running and raise their flag until 

acknowledgement by the referee, who will decide to abide by the linespersons advice, or over 

rule and allow play to continue. 

 

Out of Play 

o Linespersons are expected to indicate to the referee whether a ball has gone out of play and to 

which team the throw in should be awarded to; 

o The awarding of a throw in is against the team who last touched the ball before it went 

out of play. 

o The linesperson indicates this by raising their flag and pointing the flag in the attacking 

direction for the team whose throw in it is. 

o The ball must completely cross the line before it is deemed to be out of play. 

o Linespersons also indicate to the referee whether the ball has gone out for a corner (last 

touch off a defender) or a goal kick (last touch off an attacking player). 

o As per a throw in the ball must completely cross the line before either a corner or goal 

kick is awarded. 

Off-sides 

o Off-sides are the most controversial decision a linesperson makes and cannot be correctly 

officiated if the linesperson is not in line with the last defender. 

o A player cannot be deemed off-side from a throw in, a goal kick or if they are in their own 

defending half of the pitch. 

o An off-side player is determined when the ball is kicked to a player not when the ball is received 

by a player. 

o Standing in an offside position does not mean an attacking player is in an offside position. If they 

are no-where near the ball e.g. they are on the far side to where the ball is they are technically 

not offside. If you have any doubt speak to the referee pre-game and see if they want you to call 

all off-sides with the referee then making the final decision.  

Other Decisions 

o Linespersons may be called upon to advise the referee whether the ball crossed the goal line for 

a goal, this is another reason why it is essential linesperson keep up with play. 

o Penalty kicks, the referee will tell you where he wants the linesperson to stand and look out for, 

if they don’t and you are unsure ask for direction. 

 



Flag Positions – Throw In’s 

1. Stop running 

2. Get the flag into your correct hand (no crossovers) 

3. Hold it up at 45° in the direction of the team to take the throw.    

4. If the ref is pointing the other way, then change your direction to agree with the ref.  

5. Keep indicating for a minimum 3 secs, longer if you can see the wrong team is lining up to take the 

throw.    

POINT THE WAY FOR WHICH TEAM THE THROW IN SHOULD GO TO. 

Flag Positions Goal Kicks or Corners 

If the ball goes out over your goal line, then 

1. Stop running 

2. Get the flag into your right hand (no crossovers) 

3. For a goal kick, point it straight at the goal box. 

4. For a corner , point your flag downwards towards the corner nearest to you. Regardless of which side 

the corner is to be taken from. 

5. If the ref is pointing the other way, then change your indication to agree with the ref.    

6. Keep indicating for minimum 3 secs.  Longer if can see the teams are lining up against the decision.  

GOALKICK                                 CORNER KICK                 

 

 

 

 



Flag Positions – Off-sides 

                                                   

You need to run to stay level with the last defender in order to see if anyone is offside. Unless 

signalling, always keep your flag pointing down and pitchside so the ref can see it even when 

you are sprinting. 

To indicate offside: 

1. Stop moving. 

2. Stand still with your flag straight up. 

3. Stay like that until a) the ref blows the free kick, b) the refs waves you down, c) More than 15 

seconds have passed and the game has moved 3-4 plays ahead of the offence. 

4. Once the ref blows the free-kick for offside, then lower your flag to point to where the 

offence occurred as shown above.. 

5. Stay still like that until the ball has been placed for the free kick. You are telling the ref and 

the players where to take the kick from. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The offside rule (simplified): 

 Where are they? A player is offside if they are nearer to the opponent’s goal than both the ball and the 

last opponent (excluding the goalkeeper), when their team-mate plays the ball to them. 

In other words, a player can’t receive the ball from a team-mate unless there is at least one defender 

between him and the goal (unless their team-mate is playing the ball backwards). 

. 

 What are they doing?  A player is only offside if he/she is: 

 interfering with play 

(Eg. part of the attacking move) 

 or interfering with an opponent 

(Eg. preventing the opponent from defending against the attacking move) 

 or gaining any advantage by being in that position. 

. 

 Exceptions.  A player can’t be offside 

 in their own half 

 directly from a goal-kick 

 directly from a throw-in 

 directly from a corner kick 

 

REMEMBER 

• Do not question the referee, their decision is final. 

• Do not interact with spectators, if you believe you have been absused report it to 

the referee and ask then to task action. 

• Do not provide advice to players,  

 

 


